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We are all drawn to happiness. This very special state that grants us courage, fills us with driving power and
opens our eyes to the light side of life.

More than once, the Danes have been named the happiest people in the world. But is it a title they can pride
themselves with forever, or will they have to work to find and keep their happiness?

In the book Happiness is..., Danes of all ages offer their perception of happiness. The book is a collection of
touching descriptions, beautiful images, fun facts and wonderful quotes from hundreds of Danes on their

happiness.

About the author: Mette Odderskov (b.1973) is a twin, married and mother of two girls. She is a qualified
drop-in center manager and today works as department head. Like many Danes, Mette Odderskov has family

who emigrated to the United States in the beginning of the 20th century.
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